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ABSTRACT Molecular dynamics simulations of Staphylococcal nuclease and of 10 variants with internal polar or ionizable
groups were performed to investigate systematically the molecular determinants of hydration of internal cavities and pockets in
proteins. In contrast to apolar cavities in rigid carbon structures, such as nanotubes or buckeyballs, internal cavities in proteins that
are large enough to house a fewwater molecules will most likely be dehydrated unless they contain a source of polarity. The water
content in the protein interior can be modulated by the ﬂexibility of protein elements that interact with water, which can impart
positional disorder towatermolecules, or bias the pattern of internal hydration that is stabilized. Thismight explain differences in the
patternsof hydrationobserved in crystal structuresobtainedat cryogenic and room temperature conditions. Theability ofmolecular
dynamics simulations to determine themost likely sites of water binding in internal pockets and cavities depends on its efﬁciency in
sampling the hydration of internal sites and alternative protein and water conformations. This can be enhanced signiﬁcantly by
performing multiple molecular dynamics simulations as well as simulations started from different initial hydration states.
INTRODUCTION
Internal water molecules in proteins can play essential struc-
tural and functional roles. They can satisfy the hydrogen-
bonding potential of backbone and side chains, and they can
act as integral structural struts (1–6). They can inﬂuence the
stability of proteins (7), their ﬂexibility (8,9), and modulate
the pKa values of internal ionizable groups (10,11). Internal
water molecules can participate actively inmany fundamental
processes, including proton transfer reactions (12–14), ligand
binding (15,16), catalysis (14,17,18), folding (19,20), and
redox processes (21). In ion channels, water can play a role in
gating (22,23) and in ion selectivity (24–26).
Despite their important structural and functional roles, the
number, location, and dynamical character of internal water
molecules is still a matter of debate. Internal water molecules
that are observed in x-ray structures are necessarily restricted
to well-deﬁned locations where they form stable hydrogen
bonds among themselves and with polar atoms of the protein.
Internal water molecules that are structurally disordered or
that occupy a certain site with less than full occupancy are
often not observed in crystal structures (27), as they do not
contribute signiﬁcantly to the electron density. Such water
molecules are also invisible in many NMR spectroscopy
experiments because water molecules have to have relatively
long residence times and be rotationally hindered to be visible
in these experiments (28,29). Furthermore, the number and
locations of internal water molecules resolved in crystal
structures may be affected by the temperature at which the
diffraction data are collected (30,31).
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have proved to be
useful for studying protein hydration (32). They can provide
microscopic details of hydration dynamics that are inacces-
sible experimentally, including the description of individual
events of water penetration and exit from the protein (33–37).
Thermodynamic information derived from MD simulations
can be used to determine the occupancies of internal cavities
bywater (16,38–40). The structural, dynamic, andkinetic prop-
erties of water molecules described withMD simulations, such
as mean-square displacements (MSD), rotational ﬂexibility,
or lifetimes, can also be compared directly with data from crys-
tallography or NMR spectroscopy (32,34,41–43). One limi-
tation of MD simulations in describing hydration is that they
can fail to identify deeply buried water molecules. This prob-
lem is related to the limited simulation time that is practical,
which is not always sufﬁcient to sample rare or slow events (44).
Staphylococcal nuclease (SN) and its variants with internal
ionizable groups have been extremely useful to describe
internal hydration of proteins. The pKa values of Asp, Glu,
and Lys residues buried at internal positions 66 and 92 in SN
are shifted relative to their normal pKa values inwater (10,45–
47). When analyzed with continuum electrostatic methods,
these pKa values reﬂect unusually high polarizability in the
protein interior, comparable to that of a material with a
dielectric constant of ;10. Several explanations have been
offered to rationalize this high apparent polarizability in the
interior of this protein, including structural rearrangements
concomitant with ionization of the internal groups, and the
presence of internal water molecules (10,11,32,48). A pos-
sible role for internal watermolecules as a source of polarity in
the protein interior was ﬁrst suggested by x-ray crystal
structures of variants of SNwith internal Glu andAsp residues.
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In structures obtained at cryogenic temperatures, internal
water molecules are usually observed hydrating the polar
moieties of internal Glu and Asp side chain that are buried
deeply inside the protein. Internal water molecules have also
been observed recently in structures of variants with internal
Asn, Gln, and Tyr residues (J. L. Schlessman and B. Garcı´a-
Moreno E., unpublished).
The role of internal water molecules as determinants of
the pKa values of internal ionizable groups was addressed
previously by MD simulations of wild-type SN and two
variants, one with Glu-66 and one with Lys-66 (32). These
simulations suggested that internal water molecules were not
likely to be as important a source of internal polarity in pro-
teins as previously thought. The penetration of water into the
protein, as observed in MD simulations, was fully consistent
with internal water molecules observed in crystal structures:
watermoleculeswere observed in the interior nearGlu-66, but
none were observed in the interior in the presence of Lys-66.
The MD simulation of wild-type SN identiﬁed an internal
water molecule that has not been seen previously in any of the
x-ray structures of SN. This water molecule makes two
hydrogen bonds with the backbone atoms of a protein loop
and one with another water molecule. The ﬂexibility of the
loop imparts signiﬁcant disorder to the water molecule,
rendering it invisible to NMR and x-ray crystallography, if
this molecule is, indeed, present. The effects of the protein
ﬂexibility were quantiﬁed through calculations of the chem-
ical potential. The chemical potential of a water molecule in
the wild-type simulation shifted by 3 kcal/mol when the
hydrogen-bonding partner of this watermolecule in the neigh-
boring loop changed. Similarly, in the simulation of the V66E
variant the chemical potential changed by 3 kcal/mol when
this water molecule exchanged with a bulk water molecule,
and Glu-66 moved slightly away from it.
Crystal structures of many variants of SN with internal
polar or ionizable groups at positions 66 and 92 have become
available recently (J. L. Schlessman and B. Garcı´a-Moreno
E., unpublished; (45–47,49)). The side chains at positions 66
and 92 are located in a microcavity that is lined with nonpolar
atoms. The focus of this study is on the state of hydration of
this microcavity, thus it will be referred to as the cavity. In the
wild-type protein, the cavity is sufﬁciently large to house as
many as four water molecules, but it is sufﬁciently small to be
undetectable when the molecular surface is calculated with a
water probe radius of 1.4 A˚. Crystallographic structures for
many of the relevant variants of SN have been obtained
separately under room temperature and cryogenic conditions.
In most variants, the crystallographic structures obtained at
different temperatures display different hydration patterns.
In this article, we describe the results of MD simulations of
these proteins. One goal of these simulations was to exam-
ine possible causes behind the effects of temperature on the
patterns of internal hydration, and to investigate systemat-
ically the molecular determinants of hydration of pockets and
internal cavities in proteins. These simulations also constitute
a useful benchmark for MD-based protocols for artiﬁcial
hydration of internal pockets and cavities in proteins.
METHODS
Simulated systems
The proteins that were simulated are the wild-type SN and the variants PHS/
V66E, D1PHS/V66K, PHS/V66D, PHS/V66N, PHS/V66Q, PHS/V66Y,
V66W, D1PHS/I92D, D1PHS/I92E, and D1PHS/I92K. PHS refers to a
hyperstable form of SN with three substitutions (P117G, H124L, S128A).
D1PHS is an evenmore stable protein consisting of PHSwith two additional
substitutions (G50F, V51N) and a 44–49 deletion.
The structure of thewild-type (WT) Staphylococcal nuclease thatwas used
has the PDB accession number 1STN. Table 1 describes details of simulation
setups and runs in terms of the exact number of amino acids in each system,
the initial number of water molecules in the cavity, the protonation states of
histidine residues, the number of counterions, the total number of water
molecules, and the length of each simulation. Residues that were not resolved
in the crystal structureswere not included in the simulation. In some cases, the
simulated systems contained additional amino-acidmutations, as described in
Table 1.
As a ﬁrst step in the preparation of the simulated systems, hydrogen atoms
were added to the crystal structures. The protonation states of the histidine
residues are listed in Table 1. All of the ionizable groups in positions 66 or 92
were set to the neutral state,which is the case at pH7 (10,45,50).An acetylated
N-terminus and an N-methylated C-terminus were added to all simulated
structures.Missing hydrogen atoms and terminal heavy atomswere generated
with the PSFGEN feature of the molecular dynamics program NAMD2 (51).
The systems were ﬁrst subjected to energy minimizations and then immersed
in a preequilibrated water box with TIP3water molecules. The position of the
proteins in the box was such that in each Cartesian direction there were 10 A˚
between the minimal and maximal protein coordinate and the edge of the
water box. All water molecules within 2.4 A˚ of a protein atom were removed
(except for the crystallographic water molecules, and water molecules
inserted with DOWSER, as described below). The systems contained, on
average, an excess of 39 Na1 and Cl ions, corresponding approximately to
380 mM salt. The ions were placed at random in the simulation box, but at
least 6 A˚ away from the protein or from each other.
Initial state of hydration of the microcavity
Three different types of simulations were performed for most systems,
differing in the initial hydration state of the cavity. The initial number of
water molecules in the cavity is listed in Table 1. Systems labeled crystal
initially contained all the water molecules that were resolved crystallo-
graphically under cryogenic conditions. In systems labeled empty, the cavity
was initially empty. Sometimes, during the immersion of the protein into the
box of water, water molecules are placed in interior sites in the protein. In the
systems labeled empty, we ascertained that the cavity was devoid of water.
Systems labeled full included the water molecules in the internal positions
that were identiﬁed by the program DOWSER (52) as sites of both low and
high potential for water binding. DOWSER identiﬁes water molecules in the
protein interior using the following protocol:
Step 1. The solvent-accessible surface of the protein is generated and a
probe is used to identify interior surface points.
Step 2. Water molecules are placed in the interior pockets and cavities,
their energies are minimized, and their positions reﬁned and veriﬁed.
Step 3. The interaction energies of all interior water molecules are calcu-
lated. Water molecules with interaction energies ,10 kcal/mol are
considered to occupy internal positions fully (52). Water in binding
sites of lower energy are considered unoccupied.
Our modiﬁed procedure for identifying internal sites of hydration with
DOWSER avoided Step 3 in the normal DOWSER procedure.
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Molecular dynamics simulations
Energy minimization and molecular dynamics simulations were performed
with NAMD2 (51). The force ﬁeld used for the simulations was CHARMM
(53), Ver. 27. The systems were simulated with periodic boundary condi-
tions using the particle-mesh Ewald method with a real space interaction
cutoff of 10 A˚. Calculations were done using particle-mesh Ewald grid spac-
ing of ;1 A˚ (60 3 60 3 60 grid dimensions), and interpolation order of 4.
The systems were ﬁrst energy-minimized and then equilibrated at 300 K for
500 ps.
MD simulations were performed in an NPT ensemble at a pressure of
1 atm and a temperature of 300 K. The Langevin piston method (54) was
used for pressure control, together with Langevin dynamics for temperature
control. The following parameters were used: Langevin damping of 1/ps,
and Langevin piston period and decay time of 200 fs and 100 fs, re-
spectively. A 2-fs timestep was used. The default simulation time for each
system in the crystal initial hydration state was 10 ns. The simulation times
for systems started in the empty and full hydration states vary, as speciﬁed in
Table 1. Coordinates from MD simulations were recorded every ps.
Analysis of MD trajectories
The simulations started from the crystal hydration state were analyzed in
terms of the water molecules bound to the protein for longer than 1 ns, which
were identiﬁed based on their coordination number (50). The average
locations of such water molecules were determined and their residence times
and mean-square deviations were measured (43). Additional details about
the analysis procedure have been published previously (32). The trajectories
resulting from simulations started from the full and empty hydration states
were only inspected visually, using the program VMD (55).
RESULTS
Locations of internal water molecules and routes
of water penetration
The crystal structure of the PHS/V66E variant of SN (45)
shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the overall topology of the protein
TABLE 1 Simulated systems
Protein IHS Cavity H2O His tautomeric state Cl
 Na1 H2O
WT (6-141) crystal 0 His-8,-121,-124 (d), His-46 (e) 27 17 5961
WT (6-141) full 4 His-8,-46,-121,-124 (d) 27 17 5895
PHS/V66E (7-141) crystal 2 His-8,-121 (d), His-46 (e) 26 17 5495
PHS/V66E (7-141) full 4 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 22 13 5464
PHS/V66E (7-141) empty 0 His-8,-121 (d), His-46 (e) 26 17 5484
D1PHS/V66K (7-141)* crystal 0 His-8,-121 (d) 25 19 5248
D1PHS/V66K (7-141)* full 3 His-8,-121 (d) 20 14 5055
PHS/V66D (7-141) crystal 2 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 26 17 5666
PHS/V66D (7-141) full 7 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 23 14 5692
PHS/V66D (7-141) empty 0 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 23 14 5684
PHS/V66N (6-141)y crystal 2 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 24 17 6106
PHS/V66N (6-141)y full 7 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 22 15 6071
PHS/V66N (6-141)y empty 0 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 22 15 6020
PHS/V66Q (6-141) crystal 1 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 26 16 6059
PHS/V66Q (6-141) full 5 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 22 12 6015
PHS/V66Q (6-141) empty 0 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 22 12 6006
PHS/V66Y (7-141) crystal 2 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 26 17 5507
PHS/V66Y (7-141) full 3 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 23 14 5506
PHS/V66Y (7-141) empty 0 His-8,-46,-121 (d) 23 14 5489
V66W (7-141) crystal 2 His-8,-121,-124 (d), His-46 (e) 26 17 5926
V66W (7-141) full 3 His-8,-46,-121,-124 (d) 23 14 5448
V66W (7-141) empty 2 His-8,-121,-124 (d), His-46 (e) 26 17 5445
D1PHS/I92D (6-141)z crystal 2 His-8,-121 (d) 22 17 5664
D1PHS/I92D (6-141)§ full 6 His-8,-121 (d) 22 21 5140
D1PHS/I92D (6-141)z empty 0 His-8,-121 (d) 22 17 5304
D1PHS/I92E (7-143) crystal 4 His-8,-121 (d) 21 17 5664
D1PHS/I92E (7-143) full 5 His-8,-121 (d) 20 16 5559
D1PHS/I92E (7-143) empty 0 His-8,-121 (d) 21 17 6033
D1PHS/I92K (6-141) crystal 0 His-8,-121 (d) 24 17 5978
D1PHS/I92K (6-141) full 5 His-8,-121 (d) 24 17 5832
D1PHS/I92L (6-141){ full 6 His-8,-121 (d) 22 21 5140
The ﬁrst and last residue observed in the crystal structure is identiﬁed. IHS is the abbreviation for the initial hydration state. Cavity H2O refers to the number
of water molecules in the cavity. Cl, Na1, and H2O refer to the number of Cl
, Na1 ions, and water molecules. See footnotes for substitutions made. The
following structures are available in the Protein Data Bank: 1U9R for PHS/V66E (room temperature), 2OXP for PHS/V66D (cryo temperature), 2SNM for
V66K, 2PZU for PHS/V66N (cryo temperature), 2PZW for PHS/V66N (room temperature), 2PZT for PHS/V66Q (cryo temperature), 2PYK for PHS/V66Q
(room temperature), 2PW7 for PHS/V66Y (cryo temperature), 2PW5 for PHS/V66Y (room temperature), 1TQO for D1PHS/I92E (cryo temperature), 1TR5
for D1PHS/I92E (room temperature), and 1TT2 for D1PHS/I92K (cryo temperature).
*F50G, N51G.
yK6A, K53A, K110S.
zK6A, K110A.
§K6A, K110A, K64A, K97A, K127A, K116S.
{This protein was constructed artiﬁcially by mutating D into L.
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and the location of the microcavity of interest (highlighted
with a box). The two crystallographic water molecules that
interact with the buried carboxylic oxygens of Glu-66 are
labeled in this ﬁgure as 1 and 2. Crystal structures of the
wild-type protein and of variants with Q, N, D, W, Y at
position 66, and with E and D at position 92, revealed that a
total of six distinct sites can be occupied by water molecules
in this cavity. These six sites are shown as blue spheres in
Fig. 1 (right). Four additional, putative water-binding sites
shown as red spheres in Fig. 1were predicted by theDOWSER
calculations. The labels used in Fig. 1 to identify the different
water sites in the cavity will be used throughout this article:
the average position of internal water molecules with residence
time longer than one nanosecond will be approximated to be
at either one of those 10 sites, or between two such sites.
Six routes of water penetration were identiﬁed by visual
inspection of the MD trajectories. These routes are labeled
with Roman numerals in Fig. 1. The directions of the arrows
used to show the routes indicate whether a route is used for
penetration, exit, or both. Route I is the most traveled route.
A water molecule passing through this route travels a passage
formed by Ala-17, Ile-18, Asp-19, Ser-59, and Lys-63. The
internal water molecule found closest to this route is water
molecule 1. Route II is formed by Thr-22, Val-23, Asp-19,
and Phe-34. Its closest crystallographic water molecules are
water molecules 2 and 5. Route III is formed by Leu-14, Ile-
15, Lys-16, Ala-17, Lys-63, and Glu-67. Its closest crystal-
lographic water molecule is water molecule 3. Route IV is
formed by Gly-20, Leu-36, Thr-62, and Leu-103. Its closest
crystallographic water molecules are water molecules 1 and 2.
Route V is formed by Ala-12, Thr-13, Leu-14, and Ile-72. Its
closest crystallographic water molecules are water molecules
7 and 9. Route VI is formed by Ile-18, Asp-19, Gly-20, and
Thr-22. It involves a passage through a b-turn. Its closest
crystallographic water molecules are water molecules 1 and 2.
Results from simulations with the wild-type SN and with
10 of its variants were compared with each other and with
crystallographic observations. Fig. 2 shows, for all variants,
a closeup of the microcavity as observed in the crystal
structure, the internal crystallographic water molecules, and
the water molecules with residence times larger than 1 ns
obtained from a single 10-ns-long MD simulation started
from crystal hydration state. The lifetimes and mean-square
deviations of the MD water molecules shown in Fig. 2 are
given in Table 3. Table 2 summarizes hydration patterns
observed through cryo and room-temperature crystallogra-
phy, and through MD simulations started from crystal, full,
and empty hydration states. For simulations started from the
full hydration state, we list only the ﬁnal hydration patterns.
In addition, Table 2 lists simulation times and RMSD values
between crystallographic and ﬁnal MD structures. These
RMSD values were calculated using the MMTSB Tool Set
(56). To gain insight into whether alternative hydration
patterns are coupled to distortions of the protein, RMSD
FIGURE 1 (Left) Crystal structure of the PHS/V66E
variant showing the locations of the crystallographically
resolved water molecules in the microcavity near position
66 and at two other sites, labeled A and B. (Right) Simul-
taneous representation of water-binding sites in the micro-
cavity for all of simulated variants. Water molecules that are
observed in crystal structures are shown in blue. Those that
are only observed in DOWSER calculations are shown in
red. Routes of water penetration and exit observed in MD
simulations are indicated with arrows and labeled with
Roman numerals I–VI.
FIGURE 2 Locations of internal water molecules observed in crystallo-
graphic structures (blue), or MD simulations (red) started from the crystal
hydration states. Only water molecules that have residence times longer than
1 ns are shown. Only the results of a single MD simulation for each variant
are represented in this ﬁgure.
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values of residues 16–25 (which are in vicinity of residue 66)
and residues 66 or 92 are listed. In the sections below, the
hydration patterns and the observed pathways of water exit/
penetration are described in detail.
Wild-type SN
The crystal structure of the wild-type protein contains no
water molecules in the cavity. In this case the empty and the
crystal hydration states of the cavity are the same, thus
simulations were only performed with the crystal hydration
state. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 2 and
have also been discussed elsewhere (32,57). During the
simulation, a single water molecule entered the protein and
stayed in site 1. This site remained occupied during the entire
simulation, although the individual water molecules ex-
changed. The longest recorded residence time in this site was
4.4 ns.
The structure with the full hydration state initially con-
tained water molecules in sites 2, 4, 5, and 6. The cluster of
TABLE 2 Hydration sites observed in crystal structures obtained under cryogenic or room temperature conditions, and in
MD simulations
Protein IHS Observed water sites t (ns) RMSD (A˚)
Cryo x-ray Room T x-ray MD bb (all) bb (16:25) side (66 or 92)
WT crystal 0 N/A 1 10 1.83 0.29 66: 0.27
WT full 0 N/A 0 10 2.80 0.36 66: 0.20
PHS/V66E crystal 1,2 1 0; 1 10 1.41 0.54 66: 0.57
PHS/V66E full 1,2 1 2 6 1.69 1.25 66: 1.45
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 0; 1,2 50 1.92 0.59 66: 1.51
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 0; 1,2,3 10 2.58 1.02 66: 1.29
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 0; misc 10 1.65 0.89 66: 0.90
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 1; misc 10 2.16 1.54 66: 1.56
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 1,2; 2 10 1.76 0.78 66: 1.40
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 0 10 2.11 0.67 66: 2.37
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 0 10 1.82 0.46 66: 1.40
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 1 10 2.05 0.76 66: 0.56
PHS/V66E empty 1,2 1 1,2 10 1.91 0.65 66: 1.45
D1PHS/V66K crystal 0 0 0 10 1.80 0.98 66: 1.32
D1PHS/V66K full 0 0 0 3 2.47 1.10 66: 1.47
PHS/V66D crystal 1,3 0 1; 1,3 10 1.81 0.78 66: 0.52
PHS/V66D crystal 1,3 0 1 10 2.04 1.20 66: 0.63
PHS/V66D full 1,3 0 2, 4 10 2.14 0.66 66: 0.38
PHS/V66D empty 1,3 0 5 7 1.70 1.08 66: 0.41
PHS/V66N crystal 1,3 0 1 10 1.65 0.61 66: 0.85
PHS/V66N crystal 1,3 0 1 2 1.93 0.58 66: 0.09
PHS/V66N full 1,3 0 1 10 1.48 1.95 66: 0.47
PHS/V66N empty 1,3 0 1 2 1.09 1.31 66: 1.08
PHS/V66Q crystal 1 0 1; 10 1.77 0.45 66: 1.35
PHS/V66Q crystal 1 0 1; 1,2; 1,2,4 10 1.87 0.70 66: 1.36
PHS/V66Q full 1 0 1 4 1.74 0.82 66: 1.40
PHS/V66Q empty 1 0 1 E 0.97 0.59 66: 1.43
PHS/V66Y crystal 1,2 1,2 1,2 10 1.52 0.52 66: 0.55
PHS/V66Y full 1,2 1,2 1,2 2 1.12 0.66 66: 1.12
PHS/V66Y empty 1,2 1,2 1,2 E 1.10 0.63 66: 0.59
V66W crystal 1,2 N/A 1,2 10 1.83 0.40 66: 0.92
V66W full 1,2 N/A 6 10 2.04 0.37 66: 3.21
V66W empty 1,2 N/A 1 10 1.85 1.33 66: 0.55
D1PHS/I92D crystal 5,6 N/A 5,6 10 1.47 0.44 92: 0.43
D1PHS/I92D full 5,6 N/A 5 20 1.91 1.28 92: 0.61
D1PHS/I92D empty 5,6 N/A 5 10 1.94 1.18 92: 0.12
D1PHS/I92E crystal 1,2,3,4 0 1,2; 3,4 10 1.95 1.19 92: 3.23
D1PHS/I92E full 1,2,3,4 0 1,2 3 1.56 1.06 92: 2.40
D1PHS/I92E empty 1,2,3,4 0 1,4 E 0.96 0.44 92: 1.44
D1PHS/I92K crystal 0 N/A 0, 1 10 1.77 0.36 92: 1.38
D1PHS/I92K full 0 N/A 0 10 2.62 0.89 92: 3.64
D1PHS/I92L full N/A N/A 1 4 1.08 0.69 92: 2.69
Simulation time (t) in nanoseconds. E indicates that only an equilibration run was performed. RMSD values between the crystallographic structures and ﬁnal
MD snapshots are shown. The three RMSD columns stand for: backbone atoms of all protein residues, backbone atoms of residues 16:25 (which are in
vicinity of residue 66), and the side chain of residue 66 or 92.
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four water molecules rearranged into positions 1, 2, 3, and 4
and was stable during the entire course of the equilibration
stage. Soon into the production run, three out of four water
molecules left the pocket via route I. The remaining water
molecule stayed trapped close to site 2 during the ﬁrst seven
nanoseconds of the production run. Eventually, it left the
cavity through route I. No water molecules were found in the
interior thereafter.
V66E
The crystal structure of the V66E variant obtained at cryo-
genic temperatures contains water molecules in sites 1 and 2.
In the simulation with the crystal hydration state one water
molecule diffused out during equilibration, through route I.
Two conformations of Glu-66were recorded during the simu-
lation, a straight one with one internal water molecule, and a
twisted one without any internal water molecules. Snapshots
from the MD run with Glu-66 in different conformations are
shown in Fig. 3. The lifetime of the twisted conformation was
2 ns. The hydration patterns and conformations of Glu-66 are
discussed in more detail ahead.
The structure with the full hydration state initially
contained water molecules in positions 1, 2, 6, and 7. One
water molecule left the cavity within 100 ps into equilibra-
tion through route II. Shortly into the production run, the side
chain of Glu-66 changed into the twisted conformation. This
was followed by the release of two internal water molecules.
The remaining water molecule stayed trapped by interactions
with the polar groups along exit route II. This caused a slight
separation between strands b2 and b3. In this position the
water molecule did not interact with the carboxylic moiety of
Glu-66. The twisted conformation was stable for ;2.5 ns.
Since it was devoid of water, Glu-66 started alternating
between the twisted and the straight conformation during the
next 1.5 ns. During one of these shifts, it pulled the water
molecule that was trapped in route II into the interior site 2.
This was followed by penetration of an additional water
molecule through route II. During the rest of the simulation,
Glu-66 was found mostly in a straight conformation, inter-
acting with the water molecule in site 2.
V66K
No internal water molecules have been observed in the micro-
cavity in any of the crystal structures of the V66K variant
(50). Therefore, the simulation with the empty hydration state
was not performed. During the course of the MD run started
from the crystal hydration state, no water molecules pene-
trated because route I was blocked by the backbone carbonyl
group of Asp-19. A more detailed discussion of this simu-
lation has been presented elsewhere (32).
The structure with the full hydration state contained
initially water molecules in sites 2, 3, and 6. The water
molecule in site 3 left the interior through route III soon after
the equilibration was started. A hydrogen bond between Lys-
66 and water molecule in site 2 did not hold the Lys in place
as it started shifting into different rotameric states. The water
molecule in site 2 left the interior within 800 ps into the
production run, through route I. At 1 ns into the production
run, the third water molecule, initially in site 6, was attracted
by Lys-66 toward site 5. It stayed hydrogen-bonded to Lys-
66 for another 1.5 ns and eventually left the cavity through
route II.
V66D
The crystal structure of the V66D variant obtained at
cryogenic temperatures contains water molecules in sites
1 and 3. Within ;3 ns into the production run started from
the crystal hydration state, water molecule 1 left the protein
interior using route I. The water molecule in site 3 left within
the next 500 ps, also through route I. Approximately 7 ns
into the production run, site 1 became reoccupied brieﬂy,
while site 3 remained empty. To increase sampling, an
additional 10-ns-long MD run was performed starting from
the crystal hydration state. The water molecule in site 3
diffused out through route III, 100 ps after the production run
was started, while the water molecule in site 1 stayed bound
for another 2 ns into the production run before leaving the
cavity. None of the sites were reoccupied.
Approximately 2 ns into the production run, with the empty
hydration state a water molecule diffused through route II into
a location close to site 2. This water molecule was followed
immediately by another water molecule that took its place,
and pushed the ﬁrst one into a location close to site. By the end
of the 7-ns production run one water molecule left through
route II, leaving one water molecule located close to site 5.
The structure with the full hydration state initially
contained water molecules in sites 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8.
Within 350 ps into the equilibration run, four water molecules
left the protein interior, three using route I, and one using route
IV. The remaining three water molecules were stable in
FIGURE 3 Snapshots representing the three most common hydration
patterns sampled during MD simulations of the V66E variant.
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positions 5, 6, and 8 for 4.5 ns. After a water molecule left
through route V, two remaining water molecules rearranged
themselves into positions 2 and 4. This conformationwas kept
until the end of the 10-ns-long production run.
V66N
The crystal structure of the V66N variant obtained at cryo-
genic temperatures contains water molecules in sites 1 and 3.
Within a few hundred picoseconds into the production run of
the simulation with the crystal hydration state, the water
molecule in site 3 diffused out through route I. The water
molecule in site 1 stayed bound for an additional 3.5 ns and
diffused out through route I. It was replaced by another water
molecule that stayed bound until the end of the simulation.
Site 3 was never reoccupied.
An additional 2-ns-long MD run started from the crystal
hydration state was performed to increase sampling. During
equilibration, both internal water molecules diffused out. The
water molecule in site 1 was replaced by another water mole-
cule, while site 3 was not occupied again. In the simulation
with the empty hydration state, one water molecule diffused
into site 1 through route I during the equilibration period.
The structure with the full hydration state initially con-
tained water molecules in sites 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9. During
equilibration three water molecules left the cavity through
route I, and one through route III. The remaining three water
molecules were stabilized at sites 1, 2, and 4 for ;5 ns. One
water molecule eventually left through route I. The remaining
twowatermoleculeswere stabilized at sites 1 and 2 for the rest
of the 10-ns-long run. Positions 3 and 4 were occupied
occasionally during the simulation.
V66Q
The crystal structure of the V66Q variant obtained at cryo-
genic temperatures contains a water molecule in site 1. On
average, this site was occupied during the entire 10-ns-long
MD run started from the crystal hydration state. The original
water molecule stayed bound for 1.8 ns before exiting through
route VI. Site 1 was ﬁlled again, temporarily, by a water
molecule that used route VI for both penetration and exit. This
water molecule was in turn replaced by another one, which
used route I and stayed in the protein interior for.7 ns, until
the end of the simulation. In all simulations of the V66Q
variant, Gln-66 is rotated about its axis, with positions of O
and N atoms exchanged as compared to the crystal structure.
An additional 10-ns-long MD run started from the crystal
hydration state was performed to improve sampling. The
crystallographic water molecule remained inside the protein
during the entire run. From 0 to 1.5 ns, it was in position 1.
After that, a second water molecule diffused into site 1 and
pushed the ﬁrst water molecule into position 2. This situation
was preserved until 8 ns into the production run, when an-
other water molecule diffused in through route I. From 8 to
10 ns, three water molecules were found in the protein
interior, approximately in sites 1, 2, and 4. In contrast, in the
simulation started with the empty hydration state, one water
molecule diffused into site 1 through route I during the equili-
bration period.
The structure with the full hydration state initially
contained water molecules in sites 1, 2, 6, 7, and 9. During
equilibration, one water molecule left the protein through
route V. Also during equilibration, Gln-66 rotated to a po-
sition where the NE2 atom was hydrogen-bonded with Thr-
62:O. Soon into the production run, one water molecule left
through route I. A cluster of three water molecules was
stabilized close to sites 1, 2, and 4 for;2.5 ns.At;2.5 ns, one
water molecule left through route I, immediately followed by
another one—thus recovering the hydration pattern of the
crystal hydration state.
V66Y
The crystal structure of the V66Y variant obtained at
cryogenic temperatures contains water molecules in sites
1 and 2. Both sites remained occupied during the entire 10-ns-
long MD run started from the crystal hydration state. Water
molecule in site 1 exchanged with bulk water molecules. The
water molecule in site 2 never exchanged. Similarly, in the
simulation started from the empty hydration state, both water
sites were ﬁlled up quickly during equilibration. Penetration
was via route I.
The structure with the full hydration state initially con-
tained water molecules in the cavity, in sites 1, 2, and 6. One-
hundred-and-ﬁfty picoseconds ps into the equilibration, the
water molecule in position 6 explored several alternative
positions. When the water molecule from position 1 left the
interior through route I, the two remaining water molecules
settled in sites 1 and 2.
V66W
The crystal structure of the V66W variant obtained at cryo-
genic temperatures also containswater molecules in sites 1 and
2. Both sites were occupied during the entire 10-ns-long MD
run started from the crystal hydration state. The water mole-
cule in site 1 exchanged with bulk water molecules through
route I. The water molecule in site 2 did not exchange.
In the simulation started from the empty hydration state,
the observed hydration pattern (one water molecule in
position 1) differs from that of the crystal structure. This is an
issue related to the starting structure. Because internal water
molecules are absent initially, Trp-66 made a hydrogen bond
with the carbonyl of Gly-20. This bond was not broken
throughout the run. This was not the case in the simulation
started from the crystal hydration state, in which a water
molecule was found in between Trp-66 and Gly-20. It is likely
that this slight difference in hydrogen-bonding behavior
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would be eliminated with longer simulation times that al-
lowed Trp-66 to sample non-hydrogen-bonded conformations.
The structure with the full hydration state initially con-
tained water molecules in sites 1, 2, and 6. At;5 ns into the
production run, the Trp residue ﬂipped about the Cb-Cg bond
into an alternative rotameric state, and stayed in this state until
the end of the run. Immediately after the ﬂip, the water mole-
cules from positions 1 and 2 left through route I. These water-
binding sites were never reoccupied. The water molecule in
site 6 remained bound during the entire 10-ns-long run, far
away from other water molecules or polar groups that might
have helped it leave the protein. The chemical potential for
this water moleculewas calculated as described inDamjanovic´
et al. (32). The chemical potential was ;3 kcal/mol higher
than the chemical potential of a bulk water molecule, sug-
gesting that this water molecule would have probably exited
the protein interior if it were able to interact with other polar
groups.
I92D
The crystal structure of the I92D variant obtained at cryogenic
temperatures contains water molecules in sites 5 and 6. The
two water molecules are hydrogen-bonded to Asp-92 and to
each other. They were present during the entire 10-ns-long
MD run started from the crystal hydration state. In the 10-ns-
long simulation started from the empty hydration state, one
water molecule entered the cavity through route I within 1.5
ns and stayed bound to Asp-92 until the end of the simulation.
The structure with the full hydration state initially con-
tained six water molecules in the cavity, in sites 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10. During the equilibration, these six water molecules
moved to sites 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 9. Within 300 ps into the
production run, one water molecule left through route I.
During the next 700 ps, the remaining ﬁve water molecules
stayed in positions 2, 4, 5, 8, and 9. Then they rearranged into
positions 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10, where they remained for 1.6 ns.
Approximately 2.6 ns into the production run, one water
molecule left through route I. The remaining four water
molecules stayed in sites 4, 5, 8, and 9, surrounding the
carboxylic group of Asp-92. This conﬁguration was stable for
;2.5 ns. Approximately 5 ns into the production run, the four
remaining water molecules rearranged. At 1.5 ns later, one of
them diffused out through route I while another one diffused
in. These four water molecules were stabilized in different
sites while another water molecule was present mostly in site
1without interacting directly with the rest of the water cluster.
Approximately 9.3 ns into the production run, one water
molecule diffused out through a route between routes II and
IV. At 11.8 ns, another water molecule diffused in through
route II. At 13.6 ns, one water molecule left through route I,
leaving three water molecules inside. At 14.3 ns, another
water molecule left through route II. Until the end of the 20 ns
run, the number of water molecules in the cavity varied
between zero and two; the exchange occurred through route
II. During that time period, water molecules were actively
changing locations. Site 5 had the largest occupancy.
I92E
The crystal structure of the I92E variant obtained at
cryogenic temperatures contains water molecules in sites 1,
2, 3, and 4. During the simulation started from the crystal
hydration state, the number of internal water molecules
varied between two and four. However, most of the time
only two water molecules were present in the microcavity.
Water molecules were seen mostly in positions 1, 2, 3, 4, and
only rarely in position 5. Route I was used for water exit and
penetration. During the equilibration of the simulation with
empty hydration state, two water molecules diffused into the
cavity through route I.
The structure with the full hydration state initially con-
tained water molecules in sites 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. Four-hundred
ps into the production run, one water molecule left through
route I, followed by another one at 700 ps. Three remaining
water molecules occupied various positions within the pro-
tein. At 2.8 ns into the production run, the hydration patterns
became similar to the hydration patterns observed in the sim-
ulation started from the crystal hydration state, which had two
water molecules within the cavity.
I92K
The crystal structure of the I92K variant obtained at cryo-
genic temperatures contains no internal water molecules.
This was reproduced by the simulation started from the
crystal hydration state. A water molecule can occupy site 1;
however, this water molecule does not interact with the Lys
side chain. The MD simulations showed that the Lys-92 side
chain changed its rotameric state very often. This is fully
consistent with the weak electron density for the middle
atoms of the side chain of this group in the x-ray crystal-
lographic study (46).
The structure with the full hydration state initially
contained water molecules in sites 4, 5, 6, 9, and 10. During
equilibration stage, one water molecule left through route V
and one through route IV. The remaining three water mole-
cules were stabilized in sites 2, 5, and 6. At 2.6 ns into the
production run, they all exited through route II. Occasionally
one water molecule penetrated and exited through the same
route. Until the end of the 10-ns-long MD run, a water
molecule resided in the exit pathway II, making occasional
interactions with Lys-92.
I92L
A simulation was performed with the I92L variant to identify
the origin of the long lifetime of the water clusters observed
in the simulation of the I92D variant started from the full
hydration state. The side chains of Leu and Asp are com-
parable in size but different in polarity. The setup for the
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simulation of the I92L variant with the full hydration state
was the same as for the I92D variant. The full hydration state
contained water molecules in sites 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
During the equilibration stage, two water molecules left the
cavity via route I and two via route II. During the ﬁrst 3 ns of
the production run, some of the remaining water molecules
exchanged with bulk water through routes I–III. During the
last nanoseconds of the production run, only one internal
water molecule was found, in site 1.
Multiple simulations of the V66E variant
To investigate how sampling affects the description of water
penetration and occupancy of internal pockets and cavities
with MD simulations, nine additional 10-ns-long MD simu-
lations were performed with the PHS/V66E variant, starting
from the empty hydration state. One goal of these simulations
was to investigate whether the water-binding sites observed
in crystal structures were reproduced through MD simula-
tions that started from an empty hydration state.
In the nine MD runs, the initial system conﬁgurations were
identical. The difference was in the assignment of initial
velocities. In addition, ﬁve of the nine simulations used a
slow heatup process. Instead of heating up directly to 300 K
in the equilibration procedure, the system was heated up in
increments of 25 K. At each temperature the system was
equilibrated for 50 ps, except when 300 K were reached,
when the system was equilibrated for 450 ps.
In addition to examining the populations of water mole-
cules observed in the microcavity, the populations of two
crystallographically resolved water molecules that have long
residence times according to both MD (32) and NMRD (49)
were analyzed in detail. These two water molecules make
three very stable hydrogen bonds with protein residues and
are almost completely isolated from the rest of the solvent.
The location of these water molecules is shown in Fig. 1. The
molecule labeled A was observed in all nine simulations and
the molecule labeled as B was observed in six of nine simu-
lations.
In the crystal structure of the PHS/V66E variant obtained
at cryogenic temperature, water molecules are observed in
sites 1 and 2. Multiple MD simulations started from the
empty hydration state identiﬁed three dominant hydration
patterns. The hydration pattern characterized by the absence
of interior water molecules is labeled A in Fig. 3. In this case
the Glu-66 side chain is found deeply buried in the protein,
usually in a conformation that is either slightly twisted or
fully twisted and pointed toward the backbone of Tyr-93
(Fig. 3, left). In the hydration pattern labeled B, a water
molecule is found in site 1. In this case, Glu-66 is usually in
an extended conformation, with the carboxylic group hydro-
gen-bonded to the water molecule in site 1 (Fig. 3, middle).
In the hydration pattern labeled C, water molecules are found
in sites 1 and 2. In this case, Glu-66 is also usually in the
extended conformation, with the carboxylic group hydrogen-
bonded to water molecules in site 2 (Fig. 3, right). Occa-
sionally, additional hydration patterns were observed, such
as when water molecules are located in sites 1, 2, and 3, or
when they are randomly clustered around Glu-66, which is in
an extended conformation.
In several simulations, a single hydration pattern was
predominant. The A hydration pattern was predominant in
two simulations, and hydration patterns B, and C were
predominant in one simulation each. The remaining MD runs
featured a mixture of two or sometimes three hydration
patterns. An additional 40-ns-long MD simulation was per-
formed for one of the runs (totaling 50 ns of simulation time).
During this long simulation, the A hydration pattern was
predominant during the ﬁrst 25 ns, and the C hydration
pattern was predominant during the last 25 ns.
DISCUSSION
Comparison of water binding sites observed by
MD and crystallography
The locations of water molecules observed in x-ray struc-
tures obtained at cryogenic conditions were compared with
the locations of water molecules that have residence times
.1 ns in a single 10-ns-long MD simulation started from the
crystal hydration state (Fig. 2). The sites where water was
observed by the two methods are in agreement except in the
case of the wild-type protein, and the I92K, V66N, and
V66E variants.
In thewild-type and in the I92K variant theMD simulations
report more internal water molecules than in the crystal
structure, where no internal water molecules are observed.
MD simulations report a water molecule at site 1, with two
hydrogen bonds to backbone atoms of the neighboring loop
(comprised of residues Asp-19, Gly-20, and Asp-21), and one
to an external water molecule (32). This water molecule can
interact with several backbone atoms of the loop, thus it is
positionally disordered. The ﬂexibility of the loop prevents
the water molecule from becoming ordered, thus preventing
its detection in the crystal studies.
In the case of the V66E and V66N variants, the MD
simulations report fewer internal water molecules than in the
crystal structures. However, in both cases there is a discrep-
ancy between the patterns of hydration observed in structures
obtained at cryogenic and at room temperatures (see Table 2).
More water molecules are almost always observed in the
structures obtained at cryogenic than at room temperatures.
Room temperature structures have been obtained recently for
several variants: V66E, V66Q, V66D, V66N, V66K, V66Y,
and I92E (J. L. Schlessman and B. Garcı´a-Moreno E., un-
published; also (47,49)). Out of these nine variants, only two
display internal water molecules: V66Y in position 1 and 2,
V66E in position 1.
MD simulations offer insight into the discrepancy between
hydration patterns observed in x-ray structures obtained at
different temperatures. For seven out of 10 variants (V66E,
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V66D, V66Q, V66W, I92D, I92E, and I92K), more than one
hydration pattern is observed in the MD simulations (Table
2). Four of seven display a discrepancy between the hydra-
tion patterns observed through cryo and room temperature
crystallography. Furthermore, most of the internal water
molecules display rather large MSD values (Table 3). Water
motions are much larger at room temperatures than at
cryogenic temperatures. This might explain why such water
molecules are absent from room temperature structures.
However, in the case of the water molecule in site 1 in the
V66Y variant, the large MSD value observed in the MD
simulations (4.64 A˚2) is in disagreement with the presence of
this water molecule in the room temperature structure. This
could be an issue related to either incomplete sampling, or
inaccurate force ﬁeld.
It is worth stating that the number of water molecules
resolved in crystallographic structures may depend on the
selection criteria used by individual crystallographers during
the model building and reﬁnement process. The selection
criteria used for the room temperature structures relevant
for this study (J. L. Schlessman and B. Garcı´a-Moreno E.,
unpublished) were: 1), spherical electron density must be
observed in both the 2Fo-Fc and 1Fo-Fc electron density
maps; 2), at least one protein hydrogen-bonding partner must
be identiﬁed; and 3), the B-factor for the water should remain
,50 A˚ in subsequent rounds of reﬁnement. Following these
criteria, in the case of V66N, a water molecule was not
observed in position 1 in the room temperature structure
(Fig. 4). Some electron density was observed in the 1Fo-Fc
map at position 1; however, no electron density was observed
in the 2Fo-Fc electron density map, even when that map
contour was lowered to noise levels (Fig. 4). This sug-
gests that a disordered water molecule, or a water molecule
with partial occupancy may be present in this position, even
though no water molecule in this position is reported in the
ﬁnal structure. A water molecule may have been reported in
the x-ray structure, in full agreement with what the MD
simulations suggest, had a less stringent set of criteria been
used.
Simulations with the empty hydration state
The MD simulations started from the empty hydration state
were designed to test the ability ofMD simulations to identify
sites where internal water moleculesmight exist but which are
not observed in crystal structures for the reasons discussed
above. A single simulation was performed for each variant
with the exception of theV66E variant, for which eight 10-ns-
long simulations andone50-ns-long simulationwereperformed.
Multiple simulations of the V66E variant
Two internal water molecules at the sites other than those in
the microcavity are present in all of the crystal structures of
TABLE 3 Residence times (tin-tout) and mean-square deviations
(MSD) for water molecules that have residence times longer than
1 ns in MD simulations started from crystal hydration state
(results for only one set of 10-ns-long simulations are shown)
Water tin-tout (ns) MSD (A˚
2)
WT (1) 1.2–2.9 2.35
WT (1) 3.6–8 2.25
V66E (1) 1.3–3.6 4.2
V66E (1) 5.1–9.4 1.60
V66D (1) 0–3.2 1.28
V66D (3) 0–3.7 1.83
V66N (1) 0–3.5 1.01
V66N (1) 3.5–10 0.60
V66Q (1) 0–1.8 3.4
V66Q (1) 2.9–10 0.59
V66Y (1) 0–3.9 4.64
V66Y (2) 0–10 1.67
V66W (1) 0.9–8.8 2.7
V66W (2) 0–10 1.78
I92D (5) 0–10 3.87
I92D (7) 0–10 2.52
I92E (1) 0–1.5 5.7
I92E (1) 1.8–3.3 5.75
I92E (2) 1–10 6.25
I92E (1–3) 0–1 4.65
I92E (3) 4.5–10 3.7
I92E (3) 7–9.5 4.22
I92E (4) 0–3.8 1.75
I92K (1) 3–7 2.42
I92K (1) 7.5–10 0.72
The numbers in parentheses correspond towater binding sites shown in Fig. 2.
FIGURE 4 Region near Asn-66 in the crystal structure of PHS/V66N
variant obtained at room temperature. 2Fo-Fc electron density map is in cyan,
and 1Fo-Fc electron density map is in orange.
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SN (sites A and B as shown in Fig. 3). These water molecules
display long residence times in both the NMRD experiments
(49) and MD simulations (32). The locations of these two
water molecules are reproduced well by the nine simulations
of the V66E variant. The water molecule in site A is observed
in all of the simulations whereas the water molecule in site B
is reproduced in 67% of the simulations. Inspection of the
trajectories revealed that the timescale for water penetration
into site B ranges between a few hundred picoseconds and 5
ns. This suggests that this water molecule could have been
observed in all simulations if the simulations were longer
than 10 ns.
In terms of the state of hydration of the microcavity, mul-
tiple MD simulations of the V66E variant revealed multiple
hydration patterns, with three occurring most frequently. In
four simulations, a single hydration pattern was predominant;
the remaining six simulations showed amixture ofmostly two
hydration patterns. Only two of the three hydration patterns
observed in MD simulations were observed in crystal struc-
tures: the structure obtained at cryogenic temperature shows
two internalwatermolecules and the structure obtained at room
temperature shows only one internal water molecule (49).
The hydration pattern characterized by the absence ofwater
molecules in the microcavity has not been observed crystal-
lographically. When water is absent from the protein, the side
chain of Glu-66 is found deeply buried inside the protein ei-
ther in an extended, in a slightly twisted, or in a fully twisted
conformation in which its polar group interacts with the back-
bone of Tyr-93. The twist of Glu-66 could thus be caused by
the tendency of the polar group of Glu-66 to interact with an-
other polar group. Furthermore, the starting structures that
lack water molecules in the protein interior could be inﬂu-
encing the results and driving Glu-66 into the twisted state.
We note, however, that the twisted state of Glu-66 was also
observed in simulations started from the crystal hydration state.
The nine simulations of the V66E variant show the
importance of performing multiple MD runs to enhance sam-
pling. Multiple simulations enhance the probability of observ-
ing water penetration events. Multiple MD simulations can
also reveal multiple rotameric states of side chains and mul-
tiple hydration patterns that are sometimes not observed in a
single 10-ns-long simulation.
Simulations of all other variants
In most of the simulations started from the empty hydration
state, the hydration pattern that was recovered was similar to
the one observed in the simulations started from crystal
hydration state. The hydration patterns were usually estab-
lished during the equilibration phase, on the timescale of a few
hundred picoseconds. In three cases, V66W, V66D, and
I92D, hydration patterns different from those observed in
simulations started from crystal hydration state were ob-
served. In the case of the V66W variant, the observed hydra-
tion pattern is most likely an artifact that results from a lack of
water molecules in the starting MD structures, and sampling
insufﬁcient to allow the breaking of a hydrogen bond formed
at the beginning of the simulation.
Simulations with the full hydration state
The simulations started from the full hydration state were
designed to test if there are regions inside the protein that
could be populated by water but where penetration cannot
occur in the 10-ns timescale. In seven of eleven simulations
performed in this way, the hydration pattern observed in the
crystal structures, or in the simulations started from the crystal
hydration state, were recovered by the MD simulations. The
exiting ofwater from the proteinwas achievedona nanosecond
timescale (except for I92D which took more than 10 ns).
Hydration patterns alternative to those observed in the
crystal structures or in the simulations started from the crystal
hydration state were found in four cases. One water molecule
stayed trapped in a potential minimum in site 6 in V66W. The
remaining three cases occurred in simulations of V66E, V66D,
and I92D variants.
Local ﬂexibility and water content
Protein ﬂexibility appears to be one of the factors responsible
for multiple hydration patterns, disorder, and partial occupancies
of water binding sites. In simulations with the WT protein,
the ﬂexible loop elements provided a dynamical environment
that led to positionally disordered internal water molecules.
In the case of simulations with the V66E variant, the three
different rotameric states of Glu-66 were dominated by a
unique hydration pattern. The same was true in simulations
with the I92E variant. Four water molecules were observed
in the crystal structure of I92E obtained at low temperature
(46). However, in the simulations predominantly only two of
those sites are populated at a single moment. In one of the
conformations of Glu-92, water molecules are present in
sites 1 and 2. In a slightly different conformation of Glu-92,
sites 3 and 4 are the ones that are occupied.
The simulations of V66K and I92K variants offer even
more dramatic examples of how ﬂexibility affects the patterns
of hydration observed inMD simulations. The long side chain
of Lys, which is inherently ﬂexible, is partially disordered and
invisible in the crystal structures. According to the MD
simulations, the reason that internal water molecules are not
observed in crystal structures of variants with internal Lys is
that water is not stable in the presence of internal Lys residues
owing to fast ﬂuctuations between different rotameric states
of the side chain.
Are hydrophobic microcavities in other
proteins hydrated?
Recent theoretical studies on nanotubes (58) and small
hydrophobic cavities in carbon spheres (59) suggest that
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water molecules can exist in an ordered state in conﬁned
hydrophobic environments. These environments provide rigid
shells in which water molecules can form stable hydrogen-
bonded networks among themselves. This is a situation
similar to the case of large protein cavities, such as those
found in the b-barrel of the fatty-acid binding protein (35),
where large clusters of water molecules can be stabilized.
The MD simulations of the wild-type SN, and the I92D
and I92L variants started from the full hydration state suggest
that small nonpolar cavities in proteins are likely to be dry.
The cavity in the structure of I92D and I92L can house as
many as six water molecules. The simulation of the variant
containing the polar Asp-92 shows that during the MD
simulation clusters of ﬁve, then four, then three, and then two
water molecules are stabilized for a few nanoseconds.
During the last few nanoseconds, between zero and two
water molecules reside in the interior and interact with Asp-
92. The size and shape of the microcavity of the variant with
nonpolar Leu-92 is approximately the same as for I92D. Five
out of six internal water molecules placed initially in the
cavity in the I92L variant by DOWSER leave the protein.
One water molecule remains in polar site 1. In the case of the
wild-type SN started from the full hydration state (i.e., four
interior water molecules), the cavity, which contains only
hydrophobic residues, also becomes devoid of water. These
simulations provide a strong indication that ﬂexible, small,
apolar pockets and cavities in proteins will not house ordered
water molecules unless a source of polarity is present.
CONCLUSIONS
The patterns of internal hydration observed in crystal
structures obtained under cryogenic conditions are almost
always sampled duringMD simulations. The number of water
molecules observed in simulations can be larger than the
number reported in crystal structures when water molecules
are disordered or when they have partial occupancies. The
simulations can sometimes appear to underestimate the number
of internal watermolecules when ﬂash-freezing induceswater
penetration or ordering of disordered water molecules in
crystal structures (31). In the crystallographic structures of SN
variants with internal polar groups, more water molecules are
always observed under cryogenic than under room-temper-
ature conditions.The simulations suggest that room-temperature
structures contain less water molecules because multiple
hydration patterns are feasible, and because observed water
molecules have large amplitudes of motion. It thus appears
that in the crystallographic structures of SN variants with
internal polar groups, cryogenic conditions organize internal
water molecules by minimizing disorder.
There are two scenarios under which MD simulations can
fail to detect water penetration. One case is when the simu-
lations are started without any internal water molecules, and
polar residues hydrogen-bond to the backbone or other polar
groups to compensate for the lack of water. The other
scenario occurs when sampling in a single 10-ns-long simu-
lation is simply insufﬁcient. Both deﬁciencies can be decreased
by performing multiple simulations as well as simulations
started from different initial states of hydration. The compar-
ison of simulations started from three different initial states of
hydration indicates that water penetration occurs on time-
scales of hundreds of ps, andwater exiting occurs on timescales
of a few nanoseconds. To increase the usefulness of MD
simulations to hydrate internal pockets and cavities or active
sites artiﬁcially, it is advisable to compare simulations started
from different initial hydration states.
The results of nine separate simulations with the V66E
variant, started from nine sets of initial velocities, suggest that
multiple simulations increase the likelihood of observing
proper structures, of realistic sampling of alternative confor-
mational states, and of hydration of internal sites with partial
occupancies. Given a ﬁxed number of simulation timesteps,
multiple MD simulations are advantageous not only in terms
of efﬁcient parallelization and decreased simulation time, but
more importantly in terms of increased ability of sampling of
hydration patterns.
The simulations show that multiple patterns of hydration
can be found in the interior of proteins, and that the patterns
are linked to the ﬂexibility and dynamics of the protein back-
bone and of internal polar side chains. The inherent ﬂexibility
of loops can alter hydration patterns of internal sites, but an
even more signiﬁcant observation is that internal polar side
chains such as Lys and Glu can themselves exhibit signiﬁcant
ﬂexibility, even in their buried, internal sites. The different
conformational substates of Glu-66, for example, stabilize
different patterns of internal hydration. Similarly, the high
ﬂexibility of internal Lys side chains appears to be the main
reason that these internal side chains are dehydrated in crystal
structures.
In contrast to rigid hydrophobic cavities, such as those
found in buckeyballs, apolar, ﬂexible protein cavities initially
overstuffed with water become dehydrated during molecular
dynamics simulations. This is consistent with a recent study
(60) in which the increase in ﬂexibility of apolar pores was
found to result in expulsion of water from the pore. When a
source of polarity, such as an internal polar or ionizable group
is present, internal water molecules cluster around such
groups. It appears unlikely that water molecules, alone or in
small clusters, can be stabilized in small, ﬂexible hydrophobic
cavities in the protein interior unless there is a source of
polarity.
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